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Q Grass – at the cutting edge
of landscape design innovation
Q Gardens, a subsidiary of Quadriga Concepts, specialises in virtual grass – Q Grass
– for the commercial and leisure markets, offering an aesthetically pleasing
alternative to natural grass.
Q Grass will transform wasted roof space into an urban retreat, or a muddy space
into a maintenance-free virtual grass area. Of particular interest to corporate
clients, local authorities, hotel and leisure companies, Q Grass is ideally suited for
applications that, when grassed naturally, demand high maintenance, such as hotel
grounds, commercial landscaping, leisure centres, golf practice areas, road central
reservations, verges and garden. The Grass is also the ideal solution for areas which
have poor drainage or are heavily shaded – areas where conventional, natural grass
would not thrive.
All Q Grass surfaces are U.V. stabilised and come with lengthy warranties. Supplied
in four metre wide rolls, 25 or 65 metres in length, Q Grass is fitted by highly skilled
professionals from Q Gardens.
The range includes textures and pile heights to suit many applications, simulating
the natural grasses it replaces.
From the most modern to the more traditional space Q Grass will produce a great
looking landscape year-round – with virtually no maintenance.
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An incredible saving
Inevitably, the perception is that the beneifts of Q Grass come with a heavy price tag.
“Will it cost more than laying and maintaining traditional soil and turf?”, is the question
that most people ask.
A recent cost comparison between the two methods revealed that a ten-year
installation and maintenance contract for an area covering 450m2 would cost £48,150
for soil and turf compared to the Q Grass solution, which would cost £20,250. This
comparison represents an incredible cost saving of £27,900.

Pictured: This impressive amenity area was recently installed by Q Gardens at the Riverside Court office
complex in the centre of Manchester.
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Simon Tibble, Q Gardens, Gadbrook House, Gadbrook Park, Rudheath, Northwich, Cheshire
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